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Abstract 
With the advent of computer networks, in which many computers are linked together and are able to communicate with one 

another, distributed computing became feasible. A distributed computation is one that is carried out on more than one 

machine in a cooperative manner. A group of linked computers working cooperatively on tasks, referred to as a distributed 

system, often requires a distributed operating system to manage the distributed resources. Distributed operating systems must 

handle all the usual problems of operating systems, such as deadlock. Distributed deadlock is very difficult to prevent; it is 

not feasible to number all the resources in a distributed system. Hence, deadlock must be detected by some scheme that 

incorporates substantial communication among network sites and careful synchronization, lest network delays cause 

deadlocks to be falsely detected and processes aborted unnecessarily. Interprocess communication must be extended to 

processes residing on different network hosts, since the loosely coupled architecture of computer networks requires that all 

communication be done by message passing. Important systems concerns unique to the distributed case are workload 

sharing, which attempts to take advantage of access to multiple computers to complete jobs faster; task migration, which 

supports workload sharing by efficiently moving jobs among machines; and automatic task replication at different sites for 

greater reliability. These concerns, in addition to the overall design of distributed operating systems and their interaction 

with the operating systems of the component computers, are subjects of current research. 

 

To derive a simple and fast algorithm, it is essential to make use of the heuristic approach that provides a near optimal 

solution in a reasonable amount of time. In this paper, we propose a heuristic approach for assigning a set of “m” tasks of a 

program to a set of “n” processors, where m _ n in order to get the desired objectives discussed above. It is suitable for an 

arbitrary number of processors and for random program structures. 

2. Notations, Definitions and Assumption 
The following are the set of notations, definitions and assumptions used in the description of the proposed 

algorithm. 

2.1. Notations 

P: {p1, p2, . . . , pn} is the set of n-heterogeneous processors 

T : {t1, t2, . . . , tm} is the task set (a parallel program) having m-tasks 

eik: the accumulative execution time (AET) for the task ti, running on processor pk, during the mission (in 

hours) 

cij : inter-task communication time (ITCT) between ti and tj 

X: an allocation matrix of order m*n, where the entry xik = 1; if ith task is allocated to kth processor and 0; 

otherwise 

ti: ith task of a parallel program 

Pk: kth processor in the system 

uk: execution cost per unit time of kth processor 

λk: the failure rate of kth processor 

µkb: the failure rate of communication link (or path) lkb between two processors Pk and Pb 

Wkb: the transmission rate of communication link (or path) lkb 

dkb: the distance between two processor pk and pb. 

2.2. Definitions 

• Accumulative execution time (AET): the accumulative execution time eik of a task ti, running on a processor 

pk, is the amount of the total time needed for the execution of ti on that processor during the mission. 
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• Accumulative communication time (ACT): the accumulative communication time cij is the total time needed 

for exchanging data between tasks ti and tj that are residing at separate processors during the mission. 

• Processor reliability (PR): it is the probability that the processor pk is operational during the execution of all 

tasks assigned to pk, under a given task allocation. 

• Communication links reliability (CLR): it is the probability that the communication link or path (i.e., the link 

or path between two different processors pk and pb) is operational for communicating the data between tasks ti 

and tj that are residing at separate processors. 

2.3. Assumptions 

(A1) The processors involved in the DCS are heterogeneous (i.e., they may have different processing speeds and 

failure rates) with circuit-less network topology, such as star, tree, connected star, linear, etc. Also, the 

communication links associated with DCS may have different failure rates and bandwidths. It is also assumed 

that the failure rates of each system components are constant.  

(A2) The state of the components of DCS (i.e., processors and communication links) is either operational or 

failed. Further, it is also assumed that the failures of components are statistically independent. 

(A3) The program is assumed to be the collection of m-tasks that are free in general, which are to be executed 

on a set of n-processors that may have different processor attributes. It is also assumed that the number of tasks 

to be allocated is more than the number of processors (m _ n) as in real life situation. 

(A4) A task of a program will execute on a particular processor only when it satisfies a constraint imposed on 

that processor, otherwise the task moves towards the next processor for getting execution. 

(A5) A task may take different execution time if it executes on different processors and an amount of data may 

take different communication time if it is transmitted through the different communication links. Therefore, the 

system cost and system reliability, both depend upon the execution and communication time. 

 (A6) Once the tasks are allocated to the processors, they reside on those processors until the execution of the 

program is completed. Whenever a group of tasks is assigned to the same processor, the ITCT between them is 

zero. 

 

 

3. Problem Statement 
 
The specific problem being addressed here can be decomposed into a large number of tasks that can be executed 

in any order, such as parameter sweep applications. Consider a set of m-tasks T = {t1, t2, . . . , tm} to be executed 

on n-processors P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}, connected by a cycle free topology. These tasks are mutually 

independent, i.e., there is no precedence constraint among them. The processors involved in DCS have local 

memory only and do not share any global memory. It is due to our assumption (A6) — once a task has 

completed, the processor computing the task stores the output data in its local memory. If the data is needed by a 

task being completed on the same processor, it reads it from the local memory. The overhead incurred by this is 

negligible. Indeed, a failure rate is associated with each component (processor and link) in the system. The 

execution time of these tasks on all the processors is given in the form of Execution Time Matrix [ETM (,)], of 

order m∗n. Note that, if a task cannot be executed at a particular processor, the corresponding element in ETM 

(,) is set to “∞”, i.e., very large value. The ITCT is taken in the form of symmetric 

matrix named as ITCT Matrix [ITCTM (,)], which is of order m∗m. An allocation of tasks to processors is 

defined by a function A, from the tasks set “T” to the set “P” of processors such that: A : T → P, where A(i) = k 

if task ti is assigned to processors Pk, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ k ≤ n. In general, the objective of tasks allocation 

is to find an optimal allocation AO that optimizes the system cost, system reliability and processor utilization 

(PU) by properly allocating the tasks to the processors. 

4. Functional Design of Mathematical Model for System 

Cost and System Reliability 

Task allocation is an essential phase in DCS to obtain the desired objectives that are considered in this paper. 

For achieving these objectives from such systems, an efficient allocation of the program tasks to processor, is 

imperative. In order to allocate the tasks of a parallel program to processors in DCS, we should know the 

information about the input such as task attributes, processors attributes, etc. Since obtaining such information is 

beyond the scope of this paper, a deterministic model that the required information is available before the 

execution of the program is assumed. In this section, first we give a mathematical model for task allocation for 

DCS, which involves the following objectives: 

(i) the system cost function, to measure the IPC cost and execution cost,  

(ii) the system reliability function, to measure the CLR and the PR, 

(iii) increasing the PU to measure the system performance. 
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Fig. 1. Computational structure of the allocation model and its supporting function. 

 

The computational structure of the allocation model and its supporting function has been shown in Fig. 1. 

 

4.1. System cost function 

This function basically consist of two costs, namely execution cost and communication cost. For given a task 

allocation A : T → P, A(i) = k; the execution cost eik represents to execute task ti on processor pk and is used to 

control the corresponding processor assignment. But the execution cost depends upon time, i.e., thelonger 

execution time will incur heavier cost on the involved processor of the DCS. If uk is the execution cost of the 

processor pk per unit time, then the execution cost of the processor pk, under assignment A can be computed by: 

 

Ecost(Pk)=∑i=0
m
ukei,kxik    (4.1) 

 

IPC cost is incurred when the data are transferred from task to task if they are residing on different processors 

due to the inter-task communication (ITC).4,5 Therefore, IPC cost is proportional to ITC cost, but ITC cost is a 

function of ITCT and the inter-processor distance. 

The total IPC cost for a processor pk, for an assignment A is defined as follows: 

 

Ccost(Pk) =∑i=1
m∑j>i

m(ci,j ) dkb xik xjb  . (4.2) 

 

In this model, both costs, i.e., execution cost and communication cost are application dependent. These two 

costs play important roles in task allocation. Now, the total cost on a processor “k” is the sum of execution cost 

and communication cost for a given assignment A: 

 

T cost(pk) = E cost(pk)  + C cost(pk), (4.3) 

 

and the total cost of the system is computed by: 

 

Scost =∑k=1
n 

T cost(pk),. (4.4) 
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4.2. Reliability analysis 

In this section, we provide the reliability function for the underlying DCS. In DCS, both system cost and system 

reliability are time dependent. Basically in a DCS, each component has two states: operational and failed. To 

evaluate the system reliability; we follow Shatz’s formulation8 in order to compute the probability that all the 

system components are operational during the mission. The reliability of system components (i.e., processors 

and communication links) during a time interval [0, t] follows the Poisson distribution R(t) = exp(∫0
t
 λdt),  and it 

reduces to exp(−λt) due to our assumption (A1) during the successful mission.8,10–13,15 The execution 

reliability of the processor pk during AET, for executing the tasks assigned to it under the allocation A is 

calculated by: 

 

ERpk = exp(-λk∑i=1
m
eikxik)  . (4.5) 

 

Similarly, the CLR for a processor pk, during an assignment A incurred due to the IPC is: 

 

CRk = exp[−µkb∑i=1
m
∑j>i

m
(ci,j/wkb)xik xjb]. (4.6) 

 

Therefore, the total optimal reliability of a processor pk is the product of PR and CLR associated with pk; for a 

given assignment A, this is computed by: 

 

TRpk = ERpk ∗ CRk, (4.7) 

TRpk = exp(−Z), (4.8) 

 

where Z = λk∑i=1
m
 eikxik +µkb∑i=1

m
∑j>i

m
(ci,j/wkb)xikxjb, gives the unreliability cost of DCS. The first term in Z 

represents the unreliability due to the execution of tasks on the system processors, and the second term reflects 

the unreliability caused by the inter processor communication. As such, the system reliability wherein all 

involved system components are operational during the mission is computed as follows: 

 

SRel =πk=1
n
TRpk. (4.9) 

 

4.3. Processor utilization 

One of the most important problems in DCS is the maximization of processor utilization (PU). This may 

increase by balancing the load on each processor. The processor utilization of a processor, say Pk, is obtained by 

dividing the load on that processor, incurred due to the execution of the tasks assigned to it only, to the heaviest 

loaded processor. 

Let the calculated load on each of the processor pk be wk, and it is given by: 

 

wk =∑i=1
m

 eikxik. Now, the utilization of each processor is calculated as:
 

PU(Pk) = wk/ max(wk), (4.10) 

 

and the average PU is calculated as: 

 

APU = [PU(P1) + PU(P2) + · · ·+PU(Pn)]/n. (4.11) 

5. Proposed Method and Algorithm 
 

5.1. Proposed method 

 

In DCS, the allocation of program tasks is to be carried out so that each task is assigned to a processor whose 

capabilities are most appropriate for the task and the inter-processor cost is minimized. The allocation procedure 

has been shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Our task allocation scheme that we present here has three major steps: 

(1) Task selection order 

(2) Average processor load 

(3) Processor selection criteria 

 

The order in which the tasks in a program are considered for allocation is a critical factor, affecting the 

optimality of the resulting allocations. The task selection list, TSO{} is generated by sorting the tasks according 

to increasing order of their selection order SO(ti), that are calculated as: 
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SO(ti)1≤i≈m=[∑k=1
n|eik|/|n|]+max{cij}1≤j≈m 

 

Tie breaking is done randomly, i.e., one of the tasks with equal SO(ti) is selected randomly. There can be 

alternative polices for tie breaking such as select the task 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Task allocation scheme for calculating system performance. 

 

whose overall communication cost with other tasks is minimum. Since this kind ofpolicy increases the time 

complexity of the algorithm, we prefer a random selectionstrategy. After selection the order of task, a next 

criterion is the average processorload. Total load of a processor is defined as the sum of execution costs of the 

tasksbeing assigned to it. The average load on a processor, say Pk, is calculated as: 

 

Load(pk) = [∑i=1
m

eik/|n|]       | (k = 1, 2, 3, . . ., n). 

 

Because strictly balanced load distribution may not be possible to achieve, a systemis considered to be balanced 

if the load on each processor is less or equal to the average load, i.e.,  

 

∑ i≈1
m
eik ≤ Load(pk). 

 

In this model, we take a linear array TSO{} to store those tasks that are to be assigned to the processors. Initially, 

we assume that the linear array Tassign{} = Φ, and TSO{} ← Tnon ass{}. Pick up the first task tu from Tnon-

assign{}, and assign tu to that processor at which euk is minimum and satisfy the constraint  

 

∑ i≈1
m
euk ≤ Load(pk)., imposed on Pk in the system. If this condition is satisfied, then the current allocation is 

valid, otherwise tu goes to next processor for getting execution. Let the valid allocation of tu is on Pk. We 

store task tu in a linear array Tassign{} and the linear array Tnon-assign{} is modified by deleting the task tu 

from Tnon-assign{}. The detailed process of allocating the task to the processors is given below in the form of 

algorithm. 

 

5.2. Algorithm 

The algorithm consists of the following steps: 

 

Step 1: input: m, n, ETM (,), ITCTM (,), uk, dkb, λk, µkb 

Step 2: output: a task allocation schedule that optimizes system cost, system reliability and PU. 

Step 3: compute: 

3.1. Selection order of each task 

SO(ti) 1≤i≈m=[∑k=1
n|eik|/|n|]+ max1≤j≈m{cij} 
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and average processor’s load 

Load(pk) =[∑i=1
m

eik/|n| ]     (k = 1, 2, 3, . . ., n) 

3.2. Sort the tasks in a linear array TSO{} in the increasing order of their SO(ti) values. 

3.3. If two tasks are having the same SO(ti), then select one of them randomly. 

Step 4: initialize: 

TSO{} ← Tnon ass{} 

Tass{} ← Φ 

Step 5: pick up the task tu from Tnon ass{} 

Step 6: find min{euk} from ETM (,) for k = 1, 2, 3, . . ., n 

 

6.1. If min{euk} is for k = r with the constraint 

∑i≈1
m
euk ≤ Load(pk) imposed on each Pk, 

then assign tu → Pk=r; i.e., current allocation is valid. Or else, 

 

6.2. Assign tu to the next processor Pk=s (distinct from Pk) on which euk 

is minimum. 

Step 7: add the effect of the communication cost of the executing task tu → Pk with other task residing on P − 

{Pk} as: 

7.1. Select uth column [ciu]T of the ITCTM(,). 

7.2. For k = {1, 2, 3, . . ., n} − {k = r or s}, 

add column [ciu]T to rth or sth column of the matrix ETM(,) 

7.3. Reduce ETM (,) and ITCTM (,) by removing task tu. 

Step 8: 

Tnon ass{} ← Tass{}/{tu} 

Tass{} ← Tass{}U{tu} 

Step 9: repeat Steps 6–8, until and unless we get 

Tnon ass{} ← Φ 

Tso{} ← Tass{} 

Step 10: compute: 

10.1. Tcost(pk) = Ecost(pk) + Ccost(pk) 

10.2. TRpk = exp(−Z) 

10.3. PU(Pk) = wk/ max(wk) 

Step 11: compute: 

11.1. Scost =∑k=1
n
Tcost(pk)

 

11.2. SRel =πk=1
n
TRpk

 

11.3. APU = [PU(P1) + PU(P2) + · · ·+PU(Pn)]/n 

Step 12: End. 

6. Implementation of the Model 

 
Two illustrative examples have been considered to show the performance of our method for better allocation, as 

well as to test the proposed algorithm on these examples. 

Example 1. The efficacy of the proposed algorithm has been illustrated by solving the same running example as 

in Refs. 8 and 12. The complete details of the example are given in Ref. 8. The results obtained for this example, 

with the proposed algorithm, Shatz et al.8 algorithm and Kartik et al.12 algorithm have been given below in 

Table 1. 

In Table 1, our algorithm shows that most of the tasks are concentrated onP2 in comparison to Refs. 9 and 13, as 

the failure rate of P2 is minimum; and also P2 communicates with P3, because the failure rate of the link l23 is 

minimum. Therefore, the proposed algorithm produces lower system cost and higher system reliability (i.e., 29 

and 0.9967054, respectively) in comparison to both Shatz’s et al. (i.e., 33 and 0.9953) and Kartik et al. (i.e., 33 

and 0.9953) algorithms. Hence, we conclude that in the proposed algorithm, the system cost is minimized by 

13% and  

Table 1. Comparative results with our algorithm, Shatz et al. algorithm and Kartik et al. algorithm. 
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Fig. 3. Processor topology. 

 
system reliability is maximized by 0.14% versus that in the algorithms of Refs. 8 and 12. Thus, the proposed 

algorithm produces optimal allocation at all times, unlike the algorithms presented in Refs. 8 and 12. Example 2. 

In this example, a typical program made up of eight tasks {t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6, t7, t8} to be executed on the DCS 

having four processors {p1, p2, p3, p4} as shown in Fig. 3, is considered. Each component in DCS has some 

failure rates. The failure rate of the processors p1, p2, p3, and p4 are 0.0002, 0.0001, 0.0003, and 0.0002, 

respectively. The execution time of each task at different processors is given in Table 2. Here, we assume that 

all the communication links have the same transmission rate “wkb”, and hence we give the ITCT directly in time 

units as shown in Table 3. Table 4 gives the failure rates of all the communication paths generated by links and 

the inter-processor distances. It is also assumed that the execution cost of all the processors per unit time in DCS 

is unity. Applying the proposed algorithm to this example, the algorithm traces the following output: The 

selection priorities of tasks are TSO {t5, t2, t1, t6, t3, t4, t7, t8}, which is an increasing order of TSO(ti). The 

average processor’s load of p1, p2, p3 and Table 2. Execution time matrix. Processors tasks ETM = [eik] 

 

 
Table 3. Inter-task communication time matrix. 

 

Tasks ITCTM = [cij/wkb] 
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Table 4. Inter-processor distances and communication failure rate. 

Processors IPDM = [dkb] CPFRM = [µkb] 

 
 

IPDM — Inter-processor distance matrix. 

CPFRM — Communication path failure rate matrix. 

 

P4 are 21.25, 14.25, 15.50, and 13.25, respectively. Table 5 shows the optimal assignment of tasks to the 

processors for the present task allocation model, where t1, t3, t5 → P1, t2, t4, t6 → P2, t7 → P3, and t8 → P4. 

The optimal values of the following: system cost, system reliability and APU are 69.80, 0.9815, and 0.6153, 

respectively. This problem also addresses the same conclusion as in Example 1. From Table 4, we can see t1, t3, 

t5 → P1 and t2, t4, t6 → P2, because of the failure rates of these processors being minimum compared to p3 and 

p4. Thus, the proposed algorithm shows that the system cost and system reliability are optimized if the tasks of 

the program are assigned carefully to the appropriate processors in the system, taking Into account failure rates 

of processors and communication links,optimal utilization of processors is given in the table. 

 

 

 
6.1. Applications 

The rapid development of very large scale integration (VLSI) circuits and communication techniques makes 

DCS economically practical.18 Owing to its advantages such as high performance, resource sharing 

extensibility, fault tolerance and high reliability, DCS has evolved to play an important role in the following 

areas: 

6.1.1. Telecommunication networks 

(a) Telephone networks and cellular networks. 

(b) Computer networks such as internet. 

(c) Wireless sensor networks. 
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6.1.2. Network applications 

(a) World Wide Web and peer to peer networks. 

(b) Network files systems. 

(c) Distributed information processing systems, such as banking and airline reservation systems. 

6.1.3. Real-time process control 

(a) Aircraft control systems. 

(b) Industrial control systems. 

6.2. Algorithm complexity 

The run time complexity of the proposed algorithm can be analyzed as follows: 

Step 3 can be done in O(m logm) comparisons in the worst case, also Step 5 needs O(m) comparisons in the 

worst case, Step 6 can be done in O(mn) comparisons, and Step 7 needs O(n) comparisons. Since m _ n, the time 

complexity of our algorithm is O(mn). 

 

6.3. Experiments and results 

To evaluate the performance of our algorithm, we have conducted a simulation study by implementing the 

algorithm in Borland C++ and have tested for a large number of randomly generated task graphs that are 

allocated onto a DCS. The performance of our algorithm is dependent on many factors. For conducting a 

simulation study, we selected three factors that we considered most important, and observed the effects of 

varying each of these independently. These factors are: 

 

(i) number of processors in the system (n), 

(ii) number of tasks in a program (m), 

(iii) the average task connectivity (i.e., average number of neighbors of a task in ITCT graph or in ITCT matrix). 

 

The simulation program has two major parts. The first part reads as input: the number of task and number of 

processors. It then generates a task graph and equivalent parameters: task execution times, ITCTs and average 

processing load. For generating the parameters, the program uses the following test data, which are similar to 

the ones used in Refs. 8 and 12: The failure rates of the processors and communication links are given in the 

ranges 0.0001–0.0005 and 0.00015–0.00030, respectively; task execution time: 2–25; ITCT: 0–25, and the 

transmission rate of the communication link and inter processor distance between the allocated processor has 

been used as unity. The second part of the simulation program applies the proposed algorithm to derive a task 

allocation for achieving the desired objectives. For simulation study, we have tried out 300 examples. The 

system configurations are considered as follows: number of processors in the system are four to six, the 

average task connectivities are three and five and five sets of randomly generated problems with sizes m = 8, 12, 

16, 20, and 24 are used. Hence a total of 30 input configurations are obtained, each with a unique set of 

parameters. For each input configuration, 10 problem instances are generated randomly. Thus the program runs 

300 times totally, computing the average values of desired objectives, which we have discussed in this paper, 

over these problem instances. Table 6 summarizes the simulation results by deploying the proposed algorithm 

to solve the generated problems. The result shows that as the average task connectivity or number of processors 

increases, the average values of the following: system cost, APU and the unreliability cost will increase 

simultaneously, whereas the system reliability values are going to be decreased in all the corresponding problem 

instances respectively. Same situation occurs when the problem size increases. The reasoning behind this study 

is that as the average task connectivity or number of processors increases, the result will increase respectively in 

communication cost or in execution cost. Furthermore, both execution and communication costs will increase, if 

the number of tasks increases. However, in each of the problem instances, we get the optimal results at all times. 

7. Conclusion 
 

In this paper, we have considered the static task allocation problem, an essential phase in DCS with the goal of 

minimizing system cost, and maximizing the system reliability and PU. The present model is based on a cost 

function, which represents the unreliability caused by execution of tasks on processors and that caused by the 

IPC. We present a simple and efficient algorithm to obtain optimal values of the objectives that we have 

considered in this paper. In order to evaluate the performance of our algorithm, we have solved the same 

example, present in Refs. 8 and 12. In this case, our algorithm shows that the system cost is minimized by 13% 

and the system reliability is maximized by 0.14%. Thus our algorithm shows that:  

(i) reliability of a DCS depends not only on the reliability of the system components, but also on the distribution 

of the tasks on the processors in the system; 

(ii) it obtains optimal solution at all the times. 
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A number of opportunities exist for future work. In future, we will improve our study on this topic by making 

task clusters around the maximally linked tasks, and then assigning these task clusters to the processors in such a 

way that the allocated load on each processor is balanced. We shall address this work in our future research too. 
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